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INTRODUCTION 

SARS-CoV-2 is like an unexpected nightmare of 2020 

that hampered the normal activities of humans and 

changed the way of life on earth. SARS-CoV-2 is a single-

stranded, positive-sense, enveloped virus with a large 

RNA genome about ~30kb [1, 2].  Unfortunately, there 

are no specific vaccines or drugs available to treat SARS-

CoV-2, although various clinical trials are started to test 

the feasibility of some drugs. Meanwhile, several existing 

drugs are repurposed like remdesivir, chloroquine, 

hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir, and ritonavir against 

SARS-CoV-2 infection [3, 4]. However, they have 

primarily proven effective, but still, their efficacy and 

safety are questionable [5-7]. For these limitations, it is 

essential to find out the specific drug that would 

effectively inhibit or reduce SARS-CoV-2 infection. 

The protease enzyme of SARS-CoV-2 cleaves its native 

polypeptides and generates active fragments responsible 

for viral replication, transcription, and translation [8]. 

These polypeptides are essential for viral replication, 

transcription, and translation [9, 10]. The main protease 

(Mpro) catalyzes the SARS-CoV-2 translated polyproteins' 

relevance to the viral life cycle and makes them functional 

[11]. "Mpro has three functional domains; domain I 

(residues 8–101), domain II (residues 102–184), and 
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ABSTRACT 
SARS-CoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2) is the 
aetiological agent behind the current pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19). SARS-CoV-2 main protease plays a dynamic role in mediating 
viral replication and transcription, which is one of the most probable drug 
targets against SARS-CoV-2. Ficus carica latex encompasses notable 
bioactive molecules with various biological properties, including antiviral 
activities. In this study, latex compounds of Ficus carica were screened to 
find out active phytochemicals against SARS-CoV-2 main protease through 
molecular docking, molecular dynamics simulation, and ADMET (absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity) profiling. A total of 21 
compounds were screened, and the compounds, lupeol, α-amyrin, and 
luteolin, showed the highest binding affinity and intense interaction with the 
vital catalytic residue His 41 and Cys 145. The molecular dynamics 
simulation revealed that the amyrin is the most stable compound with higher 
binding free energy, suggesting that this compound can compete with the 
native ligands of the main protease. The ADMET analysis indicated that 
these phytochemicals have considerable physicochemical, 
pharmacokinetics, and drug-likeness properties and do not possess any 
considerable detrimental effects and can be considered as potential drug 
candidates against SARS-CoV-2. However, further in-vitro, in-vivo, and 
clinical trials are required to observe the exact efficiency of these 
compounds.  
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domain III (residues 201–303) [12]." "Domain II is joined 

with domain III by a loop (residues 185–200). The ligand 

attachment site is situated in the loop of domain I and 

domain II where catalytic dyad Cys 145-His 41 plays vital 

roles in ligand management [12]" (shown in figure 1). 

Mpro also plays a significant role in SARS-CoV-2 

replication [12]. Besides, Mpro is not functionally 

correlated with the human's homologous proteases, which 

implies Mpro as a striking target for drug designing [12]. 

Moreover, several previous studies have shown that Mpro 

is the prominent target against SARS-CoV-2 infection 

[13-15]. However, nature provides the best remedy. In 

previous studies, it has been shown that natural 

phytochemicals contain active ingredients that might be 

able to inhibit the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro  [14, 16, 17].  

The Ficus carica latex (F-latex) encompasses notable 

molecules with remarkable benefits against 

antimicrobial-resistant microorganisms along with other 

biological properties [18, 19]. F-latex contains fatty acids, 

flavonoids, phenolics, tannins, alkaloids, terpenoids, and 

sterols with numerous biological benefits [19, 20]. It has 

been used as traditional medicine around the world and 

found no cytotoxicity on Vero cells [21].  Several studies 

found that the F-latex extracts have antibacterial [22, 23], 

antifungal [22], and antiviral [21] properties. The F-latex 

compound is active against both DNA and RNA viruses 

including, adenovirus (ADV), echovirus type 11 (ECV-

11) [21], herpes simplex type 1 (HSV-1) [21], HSV-2 [24], 

caprine herpesvirus-1 (CpHV-1) (showed almost similar 

efficiency like acyclovir) [25], human papillomavirus 

(HPV) [26], and the influenza virus H9N2 [27]. As 

previous studies showed that the F-latex compounds have 

potential antiviral activity against several viruses along 

with the same realm, riboviria, so it might be possible to 

act against SARS-CoV-2 [27]. Therefore, the present 

study was intended to discover the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro 

inhibitors from the F-latex compounds to fight against 

SARS-CoV-2 infection.  

 

Figure 1. The 2D structure of main protease. Here, the schematic 

diagram of domain I is represented by yellow color, domain II is 

represented by blue-green color, domain III is represented by dark red 

color, and the catalytic Cys-His dyad is represented in CYK form by 

red color.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Ficus carica latex compounds profiling and ligand 

preparation  

In this study, we consider Ficus carica latex as a reservoir 

of SARS-CoV-2 inhibitory compounds. We prepared a 

dataset of the active phytochemicals of Ficus carica latex 

from prior studies and the findings. We made a library of 

bioactive latex compounds by searching related literature 

in PubMed, google scholar, the web of science, and 

Scopus databases [28]. We used the PubChem database 

[29] to download the SDF format of the 3D structures of 

all compounds and used Open Babel software to convert 

SDF format compounds to PDB format [30]. We used 

PyRx [31] integrated mmff94 (Merck molecular force 

field) force field [32] for optimization and ligand 

preparation. For further analysis, the ligands were then 

converted into PDBQT format.  

 

Preparation of receptor 

The crystallized structure of Mpro (PDB ID 6LU7 [12]) 

was curated from the RCSB PDB resource [33]. The 

water molecules and ligand were removed from the 

receptor and energy minimized by steepest descent and 

conjugate gradient techniques. The GROMACS 96 43B1 

algorithm in SWISS-PDB viewer [34], and Chimera 

(Amber Force field) were utilized to prepare the final 

receptor [35]. 

 

Virtual screening 

Virtual screening of all compounds was executed through 

PyRx software by AutoDock wizard [31, 36]. Ligands 

were considered as flexible, and the protein was 

considered as rigid during docking. The auto grid engine 

in AutoDock was used to generate the configuration file 

of grid parameters (grid box size X, Y, Z; 23, 28, 29, 

respectively). Potential compounds were considered 

based on RMSD (root mean square deviation) values. 

Ligands with most negative docking scores and lower 

(<1Å) RMSD values were considered for further 

investigation. The molecular interactions between ligands 

and receptors were visualized using the Biovia discovery 

studio visualizer (v 4.5) [37].  

 

Molecular dynamics simulation 

In order to get more insights of the protein-ligand 

complex, molecular dynamics simulation (MD simulation) 

was performed. The selected complexes were subjected to 

MD simulation by YASARA molecular dynamics 

software package using AMBER1 14 forcefield [38, 39] 

as described formerly [40-42]. The complex was solvated 
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inside the simulation cell using the TIP3 water model [43]. 

The periodic boundary condition was optimized, and 

water and Na+/Cl- ions were added. The steepest gradient 

approach (5000 cycles) was used for each simulation 

system to minimize energy. We used the PME method to 

explain the long-range electrostatic interactions within the 

following conditions 8 Å (electrostatic interaction cut off 

distance), 298 K temp., 0.9% NaCl, and pH of 7.4 [44]. 

The simulation time step interval was set to 2 fs [45]. 

Finally, the simulation was conducted for 20 ns in 

Berendsen thermostat [46], where the snapshots were 

saved for every 10 ps. The VMD [47, 48] software was 

used to calculate RMSD (root mean square deviation), 

RMSF (root mean square fluctuations), Rg (radius of 

gyration), and SASA (solvent accessible surface area). 

Furthermore, the Molecular Mechanics-Poisson–

Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA) binding free 

energy calculation method was used for all systems to 

calculate the binding free energy by the following formula,  

Binding Energy = EpotRecept + EsolvRecept + EpotLigand + EsolvLigand - 

EpotComplex - EsolvComplex 

 

ADMET analysis 

The compounds that have a higher binding affinity (-12.5 

to -7.4) were considered for further ADMET analysis. 

Based on the canonical SMILES of chosen ligands 

obtained from PubChem, ADME properties of potent 

drug candidates were calculated by SwissADME [49], 

whereas toxicity was analyzed using PreADMET toxicity 

prediction tools [50].  

 

RESULTS 

Virtual screening of retrieved compounds against 

SARS-CoV-2 main protease 

Virtual screening is an effective method to find out 

probable hits from thousands of compounds [51]. Virtual 

screening utilizing molecular docking is an alternative 

way for lead identification in drug discovery [51, 52]. We 

conducted molecular docking for all (total 21) identified 

compounds (table 1) with SARS-CoV-2 main protease. 

The binding affinity of the compounds lies in the 

following ranges -12.5 to -10.2 kcal/mol, -10.2 to -7.9 

kcal/mol, -7.9 to -5.6 kcal/mol, and -5.6 to -5.3 kcal/mol 

(figure 2). According to the binding affinity, three 

compounds were selected, namely lupeol (-12.5 kcal/mol), 

α-amyrin (-7.9 kcal/mol), and luteolin (-7.4 kcal/mol), 

and considered for further analysis. The a-ketoamide was 

used as a control ligand in this study as it has been 

identified recently as a potent inhibitor (binding affinity -

7.3 kcal/mol) against SARS-CoV-2 main protease [53]. 

The α-ketoamide and selected compounds binding 

affinity, Pubchem Id, formula, IUPAC name, and 2D 

structure are depicted in table 2. 

 

Figure 2. Docking scores of all compounds. Most of the compounds 

have moderate binding affinity. 

 

Molecular interaction analysis of selected compounds 

The molecular interactions of the selected compounds 

were visualized using BIOVIA discovery studio 

visualizer (v 4.5) [37]. In a recent study, Zhang et al. 

showed that the inhibitor a-ketoamide forms molecular 

interactions with His 41, Gly 143, Ser 144, Cys 145, His 

163, His 164, Glu 166, Pro 168, and Gln 189 residue of 

the main protease [53]. Moreover, the native ligand (N3) 

of our selected Mpro (6LU7) also interacts with the 

catalytic dyad Cys 145-His 41 [11]. The docked 

compounds interaction indicates that all three compounds 

interact with either catalytic residues His 41 and Cys 145 

or at least one of them. Moreover, the ligand forms 

interaction with other substrate-binding pocket residues 

shown in figure 3. The positive control, a-ketoamide, 

formed three strong hydrogen bonds with the catalytic 

loops' residue Gln 189 and several alkyl bonds with 

residues Leu 27, His 41, Met 49, Cys145, and Met 165 

(figure 3b). Lupeol forms alkyl bonds with Leu 27, His 

41, Met 49, and Cys 145 residue (figure 3c). Amyrin 

forms several alkyl bonds with His 41, Met 49, Cys 145, 

and Met 165 residue (figure 3d). Luteolin forms hydrogen 

bonds with Cys 145 and Thr 190 and alkyl bonds with 

Met 165 residue (figure 3e). 
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Figure 3. Molecular interactions of selected compounds with SARS-Cov-2 main protease (Mpro). (a) Molecular interactions of all latex 

compounds, the interaction of (b) positive control α-ketoamide with Mpro, (c) lupeol-Mpro, (d) α-amyrin-Mpro, and (e) luteolin- Mpro.  All 

selected compounds interact with the vital substrate management catalytic dyad Cys 145-His 41.

 

Figure 4. Molecular dynamics simulation. Analysis of (a) RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation); (b) RMSF (Root Mean Square Fluctuations); 

(c) Rg (Radius of Gyration); (d) SASA (Solvent Accessible Surface Area); and (e) Binding free energy.
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Table 1. Binding affinity of latex compounds of Ficus carica latex 

Ligand Binding affinity (kcal/mol) 

α- ketoamide (positive control) -7.3 

Lupeol -12.5 

α-amyrin -7.9 

Luteolin -7.4 

Lanosterol -6.8 

β-sitosterol -6.8 

Betulol -6.8 

p-Coumaric acid -5.9 

α-guanine -5.7 

Caffeic acid -5.6 

Cadinene -5.6 

Ferulic acid -5.6 

Calakorene  -5.4 

Germacrene D -5.4 

Bergamottin -5.3 

Methyl salicylate -5.1 

Quinoline -4.8 

Linalol -4.7 

Epoxylinalol -4.5 

Limonene -4.5 

Terpinolene -4.5 

Eucalyptol -4.3 

 
 

Table 2. Binding affinity, PubChem Id, formula, binding affinity, IUPAC name, and 2D structure of selected SARS-CoV-2 Mpro 

inhibitors 

Ligand PubChem Id Formula Binding 

Affinity 

IUPAC Name  2D structure 

α-

ketoamide 

6482451 C36H53N5O11  -7.3 (2S)-2-[[2-[[3-[[(2S)-2-[[(2S)-2-

cyclohexyl-2-(2-

methylpropoxycarbonylamino) 

acetyl] amino]-3-(1,3-dioxan-2-

yl) propanoyl] amino]-2-

oxohexanoyl] amino] acetyl] 

amino]-2-phenylacetic acid  

 
Lupeol 259846 C30H50O -12.5 (3b)-lup-20(29)-en-3-ol 

 
α -amyrin 73170 C30H50O -7.9 (3b)-urs-12-en-3-ol 

 
Luteolin 5280445 C15H10O6 -7.4 2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-5,7-

dihydroxy-4H-chromen-4-one 
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Molecular dynamics simulation  

The protein-ligand complex stability was analyzed 

through MD simulation. We used four parameters to 

understand complex stability, including RMSD, RMSF, 

Rg, and SASA. In figure 4a, the positive control α-

ketoamide showed the lowest RMSD values compared to 

all systems, including the apo-proteins. The lower RMSD 

value illustrates the compactness of the system. The 

amyrin-protein complex showed a quite similar fashion of 

stability like apo-protein with stable conformation at 3 ns 

to 8 ns, and 12 ns to 20 ns. The lupeol also showed stable 

conformation at 2 ns to 11 ns; after that, a significant 

structural drifting occurs around 11.5 ns later on, again 

showed stability from 12 ns to the rest of the simulation.  

The luteolin complex showed stability at 5 ns to 10 ns, 

and 18 ns to 20 ns, whereas the rest of the time, it showed 

more fluctuation. The average RMSD values were 1.43 Å, 

1.28 Å, 1.51 Å, 1.66 Å, and 1.98 Å for apo-protein, α-

ketoamide-Mpro, amyrin-Mpro, lupeol- Mpro, and luteolin-

Mpro complex, respectively (shown in table 3).  

 

Table 3. The average mean value of MD trajectory  
System RMSD (Å) RMSF (Å) Rg (Å) SASA (nm2) Binding free energy (Kcal/mol) 

Apo 1.43 1.22 23.35 14011.46 - 

Mpro-α-ketoamide 1.28 1.14 22.37 14171.00 71.624 

Mpro-amyrin 1.51 1.21 22.40 14059.42 225.896 

Mpro-lupeol 1.66 1.35 22.47 14248.64 181.434 

Mpro-luteolin 1.98 1.28 22.31 14263.55 51.063 

Table 4. ADMET analysis of top 3 compounds 
Parameters Most probable inhibitors 

Lupeol α-amyrin Luteolin 

Physicoche

mical 

properties 

 

MW  

HBA 

HBD  

MR  

TPSA 

426.72 g/mol (Dalton) 

1 

1 

135.14 

20.23 Å² 

426.72 g/mol (Dalton) 

1 

1 

135.14 

20.23 Å² 

286.24 g/mol 

(Dalton) 

6 

4 

76.01 

111.13 Å² 

Lipophilicity 

 

iLOGP 

XLOGP3  

WLOGP  

MLOGP  

Silicos-IT Log P 

4.89 

9.87 

8.02 

6.92 

6.82 

4.77 

9.01 

8.02 

6.92 

6.52 

1.86 

2.53 

2.28 

-0.03 

2.03 

Water 

Solubility 

 

ESOL Log S  

ESOL Solubility (mg/ml; mol/l) 

ESOL Class  

Silicos-IT LogSw  

Silicos-IT Solubility-(mg/ml) 

(mol/l)  

-8.64 

9.83e-07 mg/ml; 2.30e-09 

mol/l 

Poorly soluble 

-6.74 

7.69e-05 mg/ml; 1.80e-07 

mol/l 

-8.16 

2.94e-06 mg/ml; 6.89e-09 mol/l 

Poorly soluble 

-6.71 

8.23e-05 mg/ml; 1.93e-07 mol/l 

-3.71 

5.63e-02 mg/ml; 

1.97e-04 mol/l 

Soluble 

-3.82 

4.29e-02 mg/ml; 

1.50e-04 mol/l 

Pharmacokin

etics 

properties 

 

GI absorption  

BBB permeant 

Pgp substrate  

CYP1A2 inhibitor  

CYP2C19 inhibitor  

CYP2C9 inhibitor  

CYP2D6 inhibitor  

CYP3A4 inhibitor  

log Kp (cm/s) skin permeation 

Low 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

-1.90 cm/s 

Low 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

-2.51 cm/s 

High 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

-6.25 cm/s 

Drug 

likeness 

activity 

 

Lipinski #violations  

Veber #violations  

Bioavailability score 

Yes; 1 violation: MLOGP>4.15 

Yes 

0.55 

Yes; 1 violation: MLOGP>4.15 

Yes 

0.55 

Yes; 0 violation 

Yes 

0.55 
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Medicinal 

chemistry 

 

PAINS #alerts  

Lead likeness #violations 

 

Synthetic Accessibility 

0 alert 

No; 2 violations: MW>350, 

XLOGP3>3.5 

5.49 

0 alert 

No; 2 violations: MW>350, 

XLOGP3>3.5 

6.17 

1 alert: catechol 

A 

Yes 

 

3.02 

Toxicity hERG inhibition 

TA100 10RLI (in vitro Ames 

test result in TA100 strain-

metabolic activation by rat liver 

homogenate) 

Low risk 

Negative 

Low risk 

Negative 

Low risk 

Negative 

In addition, the RMSF calculation was used to analyze the 

local residual change (shown in figure 4b). The higher 

RMSF values illustrate the higher flexibility of the system. 

The α-ketoamide-Mpro complex showed a lower average 

RMSF value (1.14 Å) compared to all systems. The 

amyrin- Mpro average RMSF value (1.21 Å) was quite 

similar to apo-protein RMSF value 1.22 Å. However, 

lupeol-Mpro and luteolin-Mpro showed 1.35 Å and 1.28 Å 

RMSF values, respectively (shown in table 3). Besides, 

the structural compactness was analyzed by calculating 

the radius of gyration (figure 4c). The lower RG values 

represent the compactness of the system. Here, the 

positive control α-ketoamide-Mpro complex showed lower 

Rg value (22.37 Å) compared to the apo-protein (23.35 

Å), while, the amyrin-Mpro complex showed almost same 

Rg value (22.40 Å) like the positive control. However, the 

lupeol-Mpro and luteolin-Mpro complex showed lower Rg 

values, 22.47 Å, and 22.31 Å, respectively, than apo-

protein (shown in table 3).  

Moreover, the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of 

all systems were analyzed and depicted in figure 4d. The 

lower SASA value represents the compactness of the 

systems. The average SASA value of the amyrin-Mpro 

complex was lower (14059.42 nm2) than the positive 

control α-ketoamide-Mpro complex (14171.00 nm2). The 

SASA values of the lupeol-Mpro and luteolin-Mpro 

complex were 14248.64 nm2 and 14263.55 nm2, 

respectively (shown in table 3).  

Furthermore, the binding free energy calculation depicted 

that the amyrin showed higher binding energy (225.896 

kJ/mol), whereas the lupeol and luteolin showed 181.434 

kJ/mol and 51.063 kJ/mol binding free energy, 

respectively (shown in table 3).  

 

ADMET analysis  

The different ADMET properties of the selected three 

compounds are depicted in table 4.  In this study, we 

analyzed physicochemical properties, lipophilicity, 

water-solubility, pharmacokinetics, drug-likeness, 

medicinal chemistry, and toxic properties of selected 

compounds employing ADMET analysis. The 

pharmacokinetics properties show that the selected 

compounds cannot permeate the blood-brain barrier 

(BBB), do not inhibits any cytochrome P450 isoforms 

(lupeol and α- amyrin), and luteolin shows higher GI 

absorption, in contrast, lupeol and α-amyrin shows lower 

GI absorption. In terms of drug-likeness activity, luteolin 

does not violate Lipinski's role of five, but both lupeol and 

α-amyrin violate one role. The toxicity analysis result 

shows that these compounds do not inhibit the human 

ether go-go gene (hERG). The hERG gene maintains 

cardiac systolic and diastolic activity through the 

potassium ion channel, and inhibition of these channels 

disrupts the homeostatic balance. The Ames test toxicity 

data (in TA100 strain-metabolic activation by rat liver 

homogenate) also shows that these compounds are not 

mutagenic. However, the detailed ADMET interpretation 

is explained in the discussion section. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Although some drugs are repurposed, there is an urgent 

need for effective and specific drugs against SARS-CoV-

2 infection cause the repurposed drugs have been shown 

some drastic side effects [54, 55]. Structure-based virtual 

screening (VS) has been a trend in drug development with 

all of its underlying computational approaches for more 

than a decade now, and molecular docking has been 

thoroughly studied [51]. In this study, we used computer-

aided techniques to identify potential inhibitors of SARS-

CoV-2 Mpro. The F-latex extracts have been found to 

inhibit the replication of HSV-1, ECV-11, CpHV-1, and 

ADV [21, 25]. Moreover., they have been found to act 

against several drug-resistant pathogens [56].  

However, among the 21 studied F-latex compounds, the 

top three compounds are selected considering their 

highest binding affinity, and it is found that lupeol, α-

amyrin, and luteolin could be used as promising inhibitors 

against SARS-CoV-2 main protease. According to the 

binding affinity, lupeol (-12.5 kcal/mol), α-amyrin (-7.9 

kcal/mol), and luteolin (-7.4 kcal/mol) have a higher 

binding affinity than the control α-ketoamide (-7.3 

kcal/mol) shown in table 2. Lupeol forms non-covalent 

alkyl bonds with the crucial catalytic residue His 41 and 
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Cys 145 like α-amyrin. In contrast, luteolin forms one 

hydrogen and alkyl bonds with Cys 145. Thereby, it may 

act as inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 main protease. The 

selected three compounds form strong non-covalent 

interactions with other binding site residues. However, 

similar recent studies also support these findings where 

the inhibitor compounds form strong covalent and non-

covalent bonds with the following residues His 41, Met 

49, Tyr 54, Phe 140, His 164, Met 165, Glu 166, Pro168, 

Asp 187, Arg 188, and Gln189 [57, 58]. Some recent 

studies suggest that lupeol has antiviral activity against 

hepatitis B [59], HIV [60], and also reduces pro-

inflammatory cytokines [61]. It is also active as an 

antioxidant, anti-dyslipidemia, anti-hyperglycemic, and 

anti-mutagenic agent.  Besides, it shows hepatoprotective, 

nephroprotective, neuroprotective, cardioprotective, and 

anticancer activity in in-vitro and in vivo experiments 

[62]. Amyrin also has antiviral, anti-inflammatory, and 

antioxidants properties [59]. The flavonoid luteolin is a 

potential antiviral agent that is validated by several 

experiments' models like as it shows antiviral activity 

against the tick-borne encephalitis virus model [63], 

Japanese encephalitis virus [64], HIV-1 [65], and 

Coxsackie virus B3 [66].  

Molecular dynamics simulation acts as a computational 

microscope to provide bio-molecular insights at 

progressive and conformational scales [67]. The higher 

RMSD, RMSF, Rg, and SASA values denote higher 

flexibility of the system [68, 69]. The α-ketoamide 

showed lower RMSD, RMSF, and Rg values, which 

represent its stable binding with SARS-CoV-2 main 

protease. The higher SASA value of α-ketoamide depicts 

the system conformation drifting. The amyrin had lesser 

RMSF, SASA, and Rg values compared to the apo-

protein, which depicts its conformational compactness. 

Besides, the highest binding free energy represents its 

better binding ability with SARS-CoV-2 main protease. 

The lupeol showed lower Rg value in contrast with apo-

protein and higher binding energy compared to the α-

ketoamide, which represents a strong binding, and 

flexible conformation of this system. Higher RMSD, 

RMSF, Rg, and SASA values of luteolin represented its 

higher flexibility compared to all systems. The lupeol and 

luteolin were the least compacts compounds according to 

the analysis.  

In silico ADMET analysis is a productive, comprehensive, 

timely, and cost-saving approach to analyze the 

physicochemical, and drug-likeness properties of any 

compounds [70]. Computational biology contribution has 

speeded up drug discovery and is being used to find and 

develop novel lead compounds against many pathogenic 

microorganisms and diseases in the biopharmaceutical 

sector [71, 72]. ADMET analysis provides a clear image 

of possible drug candidates. The optimal molecular 

weight of a possible drug should be between 150 to 500  

g/mol (Dalton), hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) ≤ 10, 

hydrogen bond donor (HBD) ≤ 5, TPSA (topological 

polar surface area) between 20 and 130 Å2, and molar 

refractory (MR) range between 40 to 130  [28, 49, 73]. In 

terms of physicochemical properties, our three selected 

compounds are in the acceptable range (table 4). The 

water solubility analysis reveals that luteolin is soluble in 

water, and the rests two are poorly soluble. 

Moreover, these compounds do not penetrate BBB. In 

new drug discovery approaches, finding out the 

interaction of drug molecules with cytochrome P450 (CYP) 

is important cause CYP isoforms maintains the normal 

cellular metabolism, transformation, and excretion of 

drugs. Our studied compounds lupeol and α-amyrin do 

not inhibit any CYP isoforms, which is another good sign 

of their effectiveness. The medicinal chemistry properties 

of lupeol and α-amyrin compounds show that they do not 

possess any PAINS (pan assay interference compounds) 

alert means they have a high tendency to bind specifically 

with their targets, and they do not exert any false-positive 

results. However, lupeol and α-amyrin violate lead 

likeness properties, but luteolin does not violate lead 

likeness properties. The studied compounds have 

moderate synthetic accessibility (value 1 for low and 10 

for high synthetic accessibility) [74].  
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CONCLUSION 

In sum, the virtual screening revealed that lupeol, α-

amyrin, and luteolin show the highest binding affinity 

with SARS-CoV-2 main protease and show significant 

and vital interaction with either both catalytic residues His 

41 and Cys 145 or at least one of them. The selected 

compounds also represent other meaningful interactions 

like hydrogen bonds, van der Waals bonds, and alkyl 

bonds. The molecular dynamics simulation study 

illustrated that among all the phytochemicals, amyrin is 

the most stable phytochemicals, which could be able to 

inhibit SARS-CoV-2 main protease strongly.  The 

binding free energy analysis revealed that amyrin and 

lupeol have higher binding free energy compared to the 

known SARS-CoV-2 Mpro inhibitor α-ketoamide. The 

drug-likeness efficiency of these compounds was 

analyzed by ADMET and reveled that they follow 

Lipinski's rule of five and Veber rules with low or no 

toxicity. Moreover, these compounds cannot penetrate 

BBB, and in sum, they can be used as drug candidates 

against SARS-CoV-2.  
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